In this paper, we develop parametric tests for the correct density forecasts. Similar to Berkowitz (2001), we construct our tests by nesting a series of i.i.d. uniform random variables in a class of stationary Markov processes. Unlike Berkowitz (2001), the class of Markov processes in this paper is constructed via the copula approach, which allows the separate modeling of the marginal distribution and the temporal dependence of the process. By coupling di®erent marginal distributions with a given copula, our tests have power against alternative processes that exhibit a large variety of marginal properties such as skewed and fat-tailed distributions. Alternatively by coupling a given marginal distribution with di®erent copulas, we obtain tests that have power against alternative processes that exhibit numerous dependence properties such as asymmetric dependence, positive tail dependence, etc. By leaving the marginal distribution unspeci¯ed, we develop tests for serial independence that are robust to possible misspeci¯cation of the marginal distribution.
, Bai (1998) , Corradi and Swanson (2001) , and Inoue (1999) have applied it to testing the parametric speci¯cation of conditional distributions of dynamic models. Other papers that employ this transformation include Hong and Li (2002) and Thompson (2002) , see Thompson (2002) for more references using this transformation.
Let fY t g n t=1 denote a time series and -t represent the information set at time t (not including Y t ). Let F t (¢j-t ) be the forecast of the distribution of Y t given the information -t . Diebold, Gunther, and Tay (1998) and Bai (1998) show that the transformed variables U t = F t (Y t j-t ), t = 1; : : : ; n are i.i.d. U(0,1) if and only if the forecasts are correct. Diebold, Gunther, and Tay (1998) propose to evaluate density forecasts by checking uniformity and serial independence of the U t 's graphically via the histogram of fU t g and the correlograms of f(U t ¡ ¹ U ) i g, where i = 1; 2; 3; 4 and ¹ U is the sample mean of the U t 's. Via a simulation study, they demonstrate that the proposed procedures reveal useful information about possible deviations of the forecast model from the correct model. Bai (1998) , among others, proposes a consistent test for uniformity of the U t 's based on the empirical distribution function under the assumption that the U t 's are i.i.d.. Hong and Li (2002) develop a joint test for uniformity and serial independence by comparing a kernel estimate of the joint density function of U t¡j and U t with the uniform density on the unit square and report superior Monte
Carlo performance of their test over existing tests. Thompson (2002) Hence the information in the joint distribution is decomposed into those in the marginal distributions and that in the copula function. Consequently copulas allow one to model the marginal distributions and the dependence structure of a multivariate random variable separately. Since a copula is itself a multivariate distribution with uniform marginals, it provides a natural way to model the temporal dependence structure of the transform variables fU t g. Another advantage of the copula approach in our context is that copulas and hence copula-based measures of dependence are invariant to strictly increasing transformations of random variables. This ensures that in cases where U t is an increasing transformation of the innovation of the forecast model, the dependence structure of the innovations of the model is the same as that of U t as modeled by copulas. This information may then be used to update the forecast model in case it is being rejected. As we will show in the next section, the linear AR structure imposed on fZ t g in Berkowitz (2001) implies that the copula associated with the distribution of U t¡1 and U t is the Gaussian copula, while the marginal distribution of U t is of a speci¯c parametric form. By coupling di®erent marginal distributions with di®erent copula functions, we develop tests for i.i.d. uniformity of the U t 's that have power against alternative processes that exhibit a wide variety of marginal and dependence properties such as skewness, fat tails, asymmetric dependence, and positive tail dependence, to name just a few. In addition, by leaving the marginal distribution unspeci¯ed, we develop tests for serial independence of fU t g that are robust to the choice of the marginal distribution of U t .
Copulas have gained popularity in the¯nance and insurance community over the last few years because of the°exibility that they o®er in modeling the distribution of multivariate random variables. We refer readers to Embrechts, McNeil and Straumann (1999) , and Pat- One copula that we will refer to frequently in this paper is the Gaussian copula. Let © ® (¢; ¢) be the distribution function of the bivariate normal distribution with means zero, variances 1, and correlation coe±cient ®. Then the Gaussian copula is given by
where 0 · v 1 ; v 2 · 1. By Sklar's theorem, for any two marginal distribution functions F (¢) and G(¢), the distribution de¯ned as
is a bivariate distribution function whose marginals are F (¢) and G(¢) respectively, and the copula that connects H (¢; ¢) to F (¢) and G(¢) is the Gaussian copula. Hence Sklar's theorem allows one to construct bivariate distributions with non-Gaussian marginal distributions and the Gaussian copula.
The Class of Time Series Models
Suppose fU t : t = 1; :::; ng is a sample of a stationary¯rst-order Markov process. Let
is the copula of U t¡1 and U t . This implies that the statistical properties of the process fU t g are completely determined by its marginal distribution G ¤ and the copula C (¢; ¢; ® ¤ ). For example, the null hypothesis of i.i.d. uniform U t 's is equivalent to the joint hypothesis that G ¤ (u) is the uniform distribution and independence. This can be done easily by choosing an appropriate copula function as the joint distribution of U t¡1 and U t and then testing if the copula function is the independence copula. On the other hand, if one wishes to test the serial independence¯rst, tests that are robust to the choice of the marginal distribution would be desirable. As we will see in the rest of this paper, the copula approach is extremely useful for this purpose.
Throughout the rest of this paper, we will work with the following assumption: of non-Gaussian copulas is available to serve this purpose, see Joe (1997) and Nelsen (1999) for speci¯c copulas. Chen and Fan (2002) provide plots of time series generated from the Joe-Clayton copula coupled with normal and student's t distributions. These plots reveal the richness of both the marginal and temporal dependence structure that can be generated by copula-based time series models.
Examples
The¯rst example in this subsection shows that the approach taken in Berkowitz (2001) is a special case of our general copula approach. 
where ² t is i.i.d. N(0; ¾ 2 ). One can easily verify that the linear AR(1) structure on fZ t g implies that the joint distribution of U t¡1 and U t is given by
Equations (2.1)-(2.3) imply that in this case, the copula associated with the joint distribution of (U t¡1 ; U t ) is the Gaussian copula with ® ¤ = ½ and the marginal distribution of U t is
1 Berkowitz (2001) extends this to higher order AR models as well. One can easily extend the results in this paper to allow the process fU t g to be a Markov process of any¯nite order p (say) generated from a multivariate copula on (0; 1) p+1 , see Joe (1997) , Nelsen (1999) , and Darsow, et al. (1992) for conditions that a multivariate copula must satisfy in order to generate a Markov process. For ease of exposition, we will only consider Markov processes of order 1 in this paper. The copula approach is more°exible than that in Berkowitz (2001) , as it enables one to design tests that are powerful against a wide variety of alternative models for fU t g by choosing the marginal distribution and the copula separately.
Example 2: Let the copula C(¢; ¢; ® ¤ ) be the Gaussian copula as in Example 1. Then the process f© ¡1 (G ¤ (U t ))g is a Gaussian process and hence
where 
one gets ® ¤ = corr(U t¡1 ; U t ) if and only if G ¤ (¢) = ©(¢), which is impossible due to the [0; 1] support of U t . As a result, in the Gaussian copula model, the correlogram of fU t g can never capture all the dependence structure of fU t g. Instead the correlogram of f©
One important property of copulas that makes them useful in our context is their invariance to strictly increasing transformations of random variables (see Theorem 2.4.3 in Nelsen (1999) . This may be useful in updating the forecast model in case it is being rejected. To clarify this point, consider the following example. 
where fW t g is the standard Brownian motion,¯is the long run mean, and · is the speed of mean reversion to¯. The conditional distribution of
Since ©(¢) is a strictly increasing function, the copula associated with the joint distribution of ² t¡1 and ² t is the same as that associated with the joint distribution of U t¡1 and U t . The dependence structure of the process f² t g may then be incorporated into the original model for fY t g. For instance, if the copula of (U t¡1 ; U t ) is the Gaussian copula and the marginal distribution of U t is uniform, then the joint distribution of ² t¡1 and ² t is
The joint distribution of ² t¡1 and ² t implies that f² t g is a linear AR(1) process which in turn implies that the process fY t g is a linear AR(2) process.
Diebold, Gunther, and Tay (1998) suggest that one should examine the correlograms of f(U t ¡ ¹ U)g i for i = 1; 2; 3; 4; they will reveal dependence through the conditional mean, conditional variance, conditional skewness, or conditional kurtosis, see also Hong and Li (2002) , and Thompson (2002) . One potential drawback of the Pearson's correlation coe±cient is that it is not invariant to strictly increasing transformations. In the above example, this means that the serial correlation coe±cient of fU t g is not the same as that of f² t g. Copulabased dependence measures such as Kendall's tau and Spearman's rho, see Joe (1997) and Nelsen (1999) are known to be invariant to strictly increasing transformations of random variables and hence may be used as well.
The Parametric Tests
In this section, we develop two classes of tests: one tests the null hypothesis of uniformity and serial independence when the marginal distribution G ¤ is of a parametric form; the other tests the null of serial independence when G ¤ is completely unspeci¯ed. The¯rst class of tests is based on MLE and the second on pseudo-MLE.
Under Assumption 1, the log-likelihood function is given by
where g(u) is the density function of the marginal distribution G(u) and c(v 1 ; v 2 ; ®) is the density function of the copula C(v 1 ; v 2 ; ®).
Parametric Marginal Distributions
Let G(u) = G(u;¯) be a parametric marginal distribution function such that there exist parameter values¯¤ and¯0 satisfying G ¤ (u) = G(u;¯¤) and G(u;¯0) = u for any u 2 [0; 1].
In this case, the true joint distribution of (U t¡1 ; U t ) is of a parametric form:
Under the given parametric copula model for the dependence structure in fU t g, independence corresponds to ® ¤ = ® 0 for a speci¯c value ® 0 . For instance, if the copula is Gaussian, then ® 0 = 0. Hence, the null hypothesis of i.i.d. uniformity is equivalent to
The log-likelihood function is given by
where ® and¯may have common elements such as in Example 1.
any hypothesis regarding the value of the parameter ¿ ¤ can be tested by the LR test. In particular, the LR test for ¿ ¤ = ¿ 0 extends the one in Berkowitz (2001) in two directions:
First, the copula function is not necessarily Gaussian; Second, the marginal distribution G ¤ can be of any speci¯c form as long as it includes the uniform distribution as a special case.
Nonparametric Marginals
When the marginal distribution G ¤ is completely unknown, the true joint distribution of U t¡1
and U t is of a semiparametric form: In this case, we estimate ® ¤ by a pseudo-MLE® de¯ned as
where G n (¢) is the rescaled empirical distribution function de¯ned as
The estimator® is introduced in Genest, Ghoudi, and Rivest (1995) and Shih and Louis Assuming the conditions in Chen and Fan (2002) are satis¯ed, the following corollary of their Proposition 3.3 will be used to construct our tests. 
Proof: Proposition 3.3 in Chen and Fan states that
Under Assumption 1, fU t g is an independent process if and only if the true dependence 
where the¯rst equality follows from the independence of the V t 's and the second one follows from the fact that under independence of the The pseudo LR test justi¯ed by the above proposition extends that in Berkowitz (2001) in two directions: First it applies to any parametric copula; Second, it is robust to possible misspeci¯cation in the marginal distribution G ¤ .
Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we demonstrate that the copula approach to evaluating density forecasts provides°exibility in designing tests that have power against a wide range of alternative processes. In addition it allows us to construct simple tests for the serial independence of the transform variables that are robust to misspeci¯cation of the marginal distribution. This paper makes two simplifying assumptions: the forecast model is completely known, and ® 0 (the value leads to the independence copula) is in the interior of the parameter space. These are restrictive assumptions and are adopted in this paper in order not to complicate the exposition of the main idea. We are currently working on relaxing these assumptions.
